
Veliki Kožljek
From the Javorniki hills straight down to the sea

3,5 hours 
1 hour car drive 
1,5 hour trekking
1 hour snack (local food)
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TIC Postojna

The peaks of Javorniki hills hide some beautiful plains 
of beech trees and, in windy weather, when the famous 
wind burja blows there, they give shelter to many 
animals. We will walk along the animal trails in the 
forest and climb to one of  the highest points of Javorniki 
hills - Veliki Kožljek. The beautiful view over the entire 
Pivka basin all the way to the sea is definitely worth the 
climb.
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Veliki Kožljek
   (1240 m)

Rakov Škocjan
An unforgettable experience in the embrace of the karst

3,5 hours 
30 min car drive
2, 5 hours trekking
30 min coffee time
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A walk along the Rak riverbed is certainly a good decision 
during the summer days, while enjoying a pleasant 
forest coolness and rest in the shade of the Great 
Natural Bridge. The karst valley testifies of millions of 
years of geological processes that do not leave walkers 
indifferent. This UNESCO World Natural Heritage site 
is wrapped in a fir-beech forest, which conjures up the 
most beautiful scenes in the spring budding time and 
also in the autumn time, when the orange colour tones 
of the leaves colour the undergrowth.
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Rimska cesta
Along the historical paths of the Javorniki hills

4 hours 
30 min car drive
2,5 hours trekking
1 hour snack (local food)
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The Javorniki forest is interspersed with numerous 
roads that have connected the coastal and the interior 
part of Slovenia for several centuries. The paths and 
remains of buildings testify of connection with the cart 
transport craft and with even older crafts. We will walk 
along the Roman road to the remains of the Saint Yuri 
church and the cart transport facilities for horses and 
while doing that we will enjoy the endless beauty of the 
forest.
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Sv. Jurij (696 m)

2 hours 
1,5 hour trekking
30 min coffee time
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of forest trails and treks. The path starts in front of 
the Notranjska Museum of Postojna and winds at the 
foothills of the Javorniki hills to the top of the Pečna 
reber hill, where a beautiful view of the entire Pivka 
basin opens up on the terrace of the Koča Mladika 
cottage. The descent along the forest paths is often 
met by the encounter of small forest animals that have 
found their home here.

Koča Mladika
      (733 m)

A short walk at the foothills of the Javorniki hills
Koča Mladika

Notranjska Museum of Postojna


